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A 12-week study guide  
for men’s groups  
meeting online 

Written by Nathan Blackaby
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How to use this 12-week study 
This study has been written by Nathan Blackaby and is shaped 
to help our CVM men’s groups with something new to use as we 
navigate the new restrictions on how we can meet together. 

In light of that, here is what we suggest: 

Group leader distributes this pack to every man in the group 

Use the instructions on downloading and installing ‘Zoom’ (video conferencing 
app) to the laptop or smart phone of the guys in the group 

Read the study for the week 

Select a host (a guy who will lead the conversation) 

Invite a testimony (considering the theme, invite a guy to be ready to share his story) 

Pray 

Eat and drink whatever you want  

Please note, these studies are written to help include non-Christian men and are 
not designed to be a degree-level exploration of the Bible 

Also, there are top tens … because it’s CVM and we like them
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USING ZOOM 

Zoom is a video conferencing platform that can be used on 
mobile devices, desktops, and even landline telephones. 

Join a Zoom meeting on a computer: 
Your meeting ‘host’ will provide you with a weblink to the meeting. 

Click on the link, if you’ve not used Zoom before, it will prompt you to 
download and install the Zoom Client for Meetings. 

You will then be prompted to: 

• Enter your name 

• Click Join Meeting - decide to join with or without video 

Basic controls 

For more details, and help to set up a meeting: https://support.zoom.us  

Stop / Start video 

Mute Unmute audio

Speaker / Gallery 
(grid) view 

Leave meeting

https://support.zoom.us
https://support.zoom.us
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Join a Zoom meeting on a smartphone: 
Download and install Zoom Cloud Meetings app from the App Store 

Open the app and select Join Meeting 

Input the Meeting ID provided by your meeting ‘host’. 

Click Join Meeting - decide to join with or without video 

You can swipe left and right to see others in the call 

For more details, and help to set up a meeting: https://support.zoom.us  

https://support.zoom.us
https://support.zoom.us
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INTRODUCTION 

Who are you? What things do you think about when 
you ask yourself that question? Your name, age or 
gender? Maybe you think about your job, your role 
in society or in your family?  
The globe has and is going through a massive transformation due to the Coronavirus. So many of 
us are now working from home, socially distanced or isolated completely and life has, for the time 
being anyway, changed. So, in light of that, and in this moment of pause, transition and pandemic 
we can do some planning, building and fortifying. Let me ask you some more questions: 

Are you a man who is generous, kind, a thinker, a fighter or a sleeper?  

Are you the type of man who thrives on courage and bravery, do you run towards risk and 
uncertainty?  Or do you stand back and calculate the risks, take time to make a move and then 
when you do, it’s a definitive one?  Are you loyal? Are you a wild-man or barbarian looking for a 
war? Are you the journeyman, aiding others on their path? Who are you?  

I grew up on the pop culture of Marvel and DC, cartoons of masked heroes battling with not only 
their nemeses but often their own mask and a process of discovering their identity and their 
purpose.   

So often in the superheroes franchise we see tormented heroes, wrestling with their gift, power, 
identity and purpose. The Hulk has been known to punch and body slam his friends from time to 
time. Iron Man, behind a veneer of self-reliance and strength, is an outlaw space monkey in need of 
some validation for his identity. Batman; a renegade, misunderstood by people and perhaps he 
misunderstood those around him too, and at times hurt the people who he wanted to help. 
Captain America, driven by justice and loyalty needed a body that matched his heart. What we can 
see is that even our superheroes seem to be asking themselves, who am I? What am I about and 
where do I fit? 

Nathan Blackaby   CEO Christian Vision for Men 

 
So, let’s get started.  

Sessions 1-3 focus on … discovering the truth about our courage, our wounded lives and ways 
we can let the brakes off and be a bit more undignified. 
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Part 1 | SPIDER-MAN 

I have always felt a bit let down by Spider-man. 
Sure, he has adopted some cool stuff from that hideously infected spider bite, but two critical 
things are missing. Imagine if he had grown fangs that dripped with a deadly poison and his body 
was covered in thick black tarantula hair … Sure it would be unsightly and perhaps not the poster 
boy Spider-man Hollywood was going for, but I think it would have been way more interesting. 

Anyway.  

Spider-man is shown to us as courageous, strong and fun. He is a bit wild and a lad, he jokes about 
and has a way with ladies. However, Spider-man is wounded by stuff in his past.  

The comics tell more and try to reveal the truth but in the films, we see Peter being raised by his 
Aunt May and Uncle Ben. A few times Peter vents his hurt and it’s clear the family wound is still very 
much part of his life.  

So, we have this masked hero; on one hand he’s Peter Parker, adopted by his aunty and uncle, a bit 
awkward, ducking and diving his way through school trying to just get by without being beaten 
up too much. Then, mask on, we have Spider-man, courageous, wounded and sometimes 
undignified.   

Let’s explore those things. 

Part 1 | SPIDER-MAN
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Session No.1: The Courageous 
Not deterred by danger or pain 

Intro 

The Top Ten - knots you need to know 
If you haven’t been bitten by a radioactive spider, and don’t therefore possess Spider-man’s 
incredible web-slinging skills, you might need to know at least a few of these knots to get you 
through life: 

10. Fisherman’s Knot  
09. Clove Hitch  
08. Bowline  
07. Figure 8  
06. Square Knot  
05. Sheet Bend  
04. Prusik Knot  
03. Man Harness  
02. Rolling Hitch  
01. Reef Knot 

Do you agree with this list? Discuss!  

The Courageous - what we’re talking about: 
Do you thrive on moments in your life that require courage from you?  

Can you think of any moments you needed to act with courage?  

What happened?  

How did it feel? 

Part 1 | SPIDER-MAN
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A long time ago in history there was a brutal battle going on, a nation of people were under attack 
and hard pressed by their enemy nearby. Fear had spread through the people and everyone was so 
afraid they hid; even the champion called to fight and lead a comeback was scared, his name was 
Gideon.  

Gideon was hiding, but through an amazing sequence of events, Gideon steps up to the plate and 
in the end leads a band of 300 warriors into battle. Against all his better emotions, logic and 
anxiety, he found some faith and trust, and stepped up with incredible courage.  

There was a turning point in his life, in his head and heart that refused to roll over and die. He 
wasn’t by nature a warrior, he wasn’t looking for the fight, but when he got the right motivation 
and support, he charged at it with great courage.  

Bible reading:  
Judges 7 

Testimony: 
From one of the guys about personal courage encounter  

Action: 
Discuss - what does the battleground around you look like? What do you need courage for right 
now? Where will you go for this courage?  

Spend time if it is suitable to pray together for courage and the strength to do and say the right 
thing when the time is right.  

Sword for the week - 2 Timothy 1:7 For the Spirit God gave us does not make us timid, but gives 
us power, love and self-discipline. 

Part 1 | SPIDER-MAN
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Session No.2: The Wounded 
Inflicted with a wound; injured 

Intro 

The Top Ten - sports injuries 

Ok, so the session isn’t really about being wounded in a physical sense, but can anyone boast the 
full top ten most commonly sustained sporting injuries: 

10. Hip flexor strain 
09. Anterior cruciate ligament tear or sprain 
08. Concussion  
07. Groin pull  
06. Shin splints 
05. Sciatica  
04. Hamstring strain  
03. Tennis or golf elbow 
02. Shoulder injury  
01.  Patellofemoral syndrome – a wrecked knee basically 

But which is the most painful? Discuss! 

The Wounded - what we’re talking about: 
You don’t need to me tell you that life can wound us – the things we say and do, the things we 
should have said or done, can all wound. Other people can wound us; failure and shame, rejection 
and disappointment can all be lingering wounds in our lives. The battle to forgive, heal and move 
past hurt, loss or brokenness can be a wound that stays open and calls to you perhaps on a daily 
basis.  

Spider-man’s real character, the man without the mask, was wounded. He was hurt and in one film 
shouts at his uncle Ben in his desperate search to understand the broken link with his own father.  

Part 1 | SPIDER-MAN
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A true story is told of a young man years ago who was also badly wounded, by his own brothers. 
They hated him because their father loved him and favoured him as the youngest son. Full of hate 
and rejection for their younger brother they planned a scheme to do away with him, kill him off 
and move on with their lives. They carried out the plan and the youngest son was left for dead, but 
he didn’t die.  

As the story unfolds the youngest son is sold into slavery, gains favour with his slave master and 
works his way up the ladder, but then finds himself in prison for a few years, wrongly accused. 
Forgotten, rejected and locked up he has time to become bitter and plot a revenge, but he doesn’t 
take that path. After time he once again gains favour in the kingdom and finds himself next to the 
most powerful man around. This elevates him too and he is put into a place of great power and 
influence. During a terrible famine in the land his brothers come looking for food and he 
recognises them as they are, now begging him for their lives. The story goes on and this family is 
restored, but the thing to pull out here is that the youngest son had a wound. Rejection, betrayal 
and pain from his own family.  

The wound however, whilst it shaped the journey, didn’t define the man and his potential. He 
could have given up, he could have never really lived and existed in a cage of bitterness, pain and 
‘why me’ thoughts. He didn’t allow it.  

Bible reading:  
Genesis 37:18-36 

Testimony: 
From one of the guys about a personal wound. 

We would suggest to obviously be mindful of the guys in the group for this and gauge the level of 
story and interaction. 

Action: 
Discuss - what has the wound been for you? Perhaps one that even now in the group you don’t 
want to share or are not ready to explore?  

This week you can take this wound to God, speak it out and ask for freedom and healing in that 
place of pain. When you can, it could be good to share it with a trusted mate in the group for 
accountability and prayer.  

Sword for the week – Psalm 147:3 He heals the brokenhearted and binds up their wounds 

Part 1 | SPIDER-MAN
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Session No.3: The Undignified 
appearing foolish and unseemly; lacking in dignity 

Intro 

The Top Ten - dance floor moves 

Nothing more undignified than making a fool of yourself on the dance floor. All men (especially the 
dads out there) need at least a couple of these classic moves under their belt: 

10. Anti gravity lean 
09. Floss  
08. Robot  
07. Headspin  
06. Toestand  
05. Disco fever  
04. The worm  
03. Running man 
02. Backflip  
01. Moonwalk 

Or should you avoid dancing at all costs? Discuss! 

The Undignified – what we’re talking about: 
As the character of Spider-man is played out in different films you see slight differences being 
presented. One of them is that Spider-man, in a later film, is more foolish and undignified at times. 
It’s not seen as a bad thing but rather as a glimpse at the real character, unvarnished, willing to be 
himself and even fail in the eyes of others to learn more about himself.  

Part 1 | SPIDER-MAN
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There’s an account in history about a king who on one particular occasion was celebrating. He was 
celebrating because a special treasure was being led back into his home; the treasure represented 
the presence of his God so this was a big deal. As it was being led into the king’s home, he was 
dancing in front of the whole procession of people, revellers and people having a great time, and 
this king was really going for it. So much so that the linen clothing he was wearing started to open 
up a bit, possibly revealing a bit too much of the king beneath.  

In this moment the king didn’t care who was watching, he didn’t care what people thought of him 
or his reputation, he was dancing and utterly captivated by the scale of the moment.  

We can care so much about our reputations and how people will perceive us in life that it numbs 
and blunts who we really want to be. Have you felt that? In a particular moment or situation, you 
want to act in a way that is true to who you are but out of fear of ridicule, people’s opinions or 
rejection you moderate and tone down the real you?  

I think that a dose of being undignified now and then could be an interesting antidote to 
expectations on us, the stuff that doesn’t enable the real us to come the surface. What does this 
look like for you?  

Bible reading:  
2 Samuel 6:14-22 

Testimony: 
From one of the guys about a personal experience of embarrassment or of being undignified in a 
positive way.  

Action: 
Discuss - ultimately the question for me is what are you passionate about? What really drives you 
and how do you let that flow out? What does it look like for you to be undignified in the real stuff 
you are passionate about?   

This week it might be good to spend time thinking over what it really is that makes you tick, then in 
another list in your head or on paper, what stops me from being this sort of man? Then, how can I 
change it?  

Sword for the week – Galatians 1:10 For am I now seeking the approval of man, or of God?  

Let’s keep going.  

Sessions 4-6 focus on … discovering if you are a renegade, a maverick or a fighter, if you want to 
be and how to get there. 

Part 1 | SPIDER-MAN
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Part 2 | BATMAN 

Batman is a renegade.  
He will drive the Batmobile through your house if he needs to, no problem, the Bat won’t stop until 
the Bat gets his man!  

Batman will front kick a perp off a roof top and destroy half of Gotham city to make sure justice is 
served. The renegade in Batman is cool. We need more renegades.  

Batman is also a maverick; people don’t know if they should love him or hate him, he lives a 
reclusive existence, shies away from the public eye.  

He’s not trying to be liked or understood, he’s being the Batman, the person he is and he doesn’t 
need to please you.  

He’s also a fighter. I think Batman actually likes hurting people. He has all the tools and kit but we 
still always see Batman giving people a stern left hook or chop to the neck even in the classic 
Batman stuff on TV years ago.  

You would know if Batman has slapped you round the face, he’s a fighter.  

Let’s look at that then, the renegade, the maverick and the fighter.  

Part 2 | BATMAN
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Session No.4: The Renegades 
rebels and sometimes outlaws 

Intro 

The Top Ten - classic cars 
If you can’t drive the Batmobile, these are the next best thing: 

10. BMW M3  
09. VW Golf GTi (VR6) 
08. Peugeot 205 GTi (1.9 litre)  
07. Renault 5 Turbo  
06. Renault Clio Williams  
05. Toyota Supra Turbo (Manual)  
04. Subaru WRX STI  
03. Vauxhall Lotus Carlton 
02. Ford Escort RS Turbo  
01. Ford Escort Cosworth 

All fairly recent, controversial? Discuss! 

The Renegades - what we’re talking about: 
Do you play by the rules? If told to stand would you stand without question? Do you seek 
instructions and follow them or are you a renegade, looking at all times to find a different path?  

A renegade isn’t just a man who thinks little of laws, rules and structures, but he is a man who looks 
at them without finding his place within them; it’s a deeper longing, a deeper voice sets this 
compass, a question of 'what if?'  

A renegade of old was a deserter, running from his convictions, but that’s not my definition here at 
all. The renegade character I am thinking of just can’t play it nice – there’s a fire in his bones that 
makes him unsettled, uncomfortable with conformity and comfort. Is that you? Do you want it to 
be? 

Part 2 | BATMAN
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There was a man like this once, loads of stories are told about him, true ones! In a culture and a 
time foreign to us now, he was consistently inconsistent, not because of his lack of conviction and 
planning, but by his choices, a true renegade spirit.  

This man, when confronted by the dirtiest, poorest and most rotten people in society, the ones 
who everyone else would turn from and reject, was drawn to them instead. He would eat with 
them, share his food, a meal and laugh together. He would put his arm around infested men who 
had arrived at the bottom of life’s heap.  

That’s where you would find this man, that’s what he was about.  

The renegade heart can be about a code, a code of honour, integrity and respect. What do you 
think about that? Are you a renegade? Do you want to be? 

Bible reading:  
Mark 3:1-6 

Testimony: 
From one of the guys about a personal experience of when they have acted as a renegade. 

Action: 
Discuss - we are required of course to play by the rules in lots of ways in society, in particular at the 
moment in the UK in our response to the virus outbreak. However, this week ask yourself how you 
can develop a renegade heart. Instead of watching your normal TV programme can you use that 
time for something else, something that will make a difference? Can you write? Show support for 
someone who won’t expect it?  

Sword for the week – Acts 5:29 But Peter and the other apostles answered and said: “We ought to 
obey God rather than men.” 

Part 2 | BATMAN
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Session No.5 : The Mavericks 
an unorthodox or independent-minded person 

Intro 

The Top Ten - aviation films 

When someone says Maverick, you can’t help but think of Top Gun! Best aviation films of all time: 

10. The Aviator (2004) 
09. Pearl Harbour (2001)  
08. Memphis Belle (1990)  
07. Airforce One (1997)  
06. Tora! Tora! Tora! (1970) 
05. Sully (2016)  
04. Airplane! (1980)  
03. Dambusters (1955)  
02. Black Hawk Down (2001)  
01. Top Gun (1986) 

Anything missing? Discuss! 

The Mavericks - what we’re talking about: 
Are you the type of guy who is a maverick? Unorthodox, nonconformist and you find yourself 
looking for the moments in life that help you to operate outside of your comfort zone?  

There was a man once called Peter, he had this sort of maverick DNA. If there was a boat to step out 
of to take him way beyond the comfort zone, then Peter would do it. On one occasion Peter could 
see a friend of his that he thought he had lost; a friend he was sure had died but suddenly, there 
walking on the beach was this mate Peter loved. Problem was, Peter was out at sea on a boat, he 
was a fisherman and had gone back to work.  

Part 2 | BATMAN
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The maverick characteristic in Peter, the nonconformist, didn’t stop and weigh things up - he went 
for it, diving into the water and frantically swimming his way to the coastline. He made it too, had a 
breakfast with his friend.  

What does this look like for you? Are you someone who sees the unconventional path, or looks and 
leans towards the path less trodden? Maybe you don’t feel this or see it naturally but feel a longing 
to be able to. Maybe it’s as if there’s a veneer or behaviour moderator on you that makes your inner 
maverick feel like it’s hit a rev limiter in your life.  

Or maybe you once knew that path, the journey of the maverick, but life and some bumps on the 
way have put the safety barriers up and crippled the maverick in your life. If that’s you, hold the line. 
This book is a journey that will show us how we can unlock this stuff in our lives; at this point, let’s 
just keep identifying. Who am I? 

Bible reading:  
John 21:7 

Testimony: 
From one of the guys about a personal experience of when they lived like a maverick. 

Action: 
Discuss - what is the path less trodden for you? What paths have you taken that have been 
comfortable, easy and safe? What does a new route look like that might take you to the wire, to the 
edge of your comfort zone? Have you got comfortable playing nice? This week, is there a part of 
your life where you could ask God to help you push the boundaries and step off the main route 
and into the undergrowth? 

Sword for the week – Romans 12:2 Do not conform to the pattern of this world, but be 
transformed by the renewing of your mind. 

Part 2 | BATMAN
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Session No.6: THE FIGHTERS 
a person or animal that fights. 

Intro 

The Top Ten - martial arts moves 

Batman has his trademark karate chops, but if you ever find yourself cornered in an alley by a 
super-villain and need to fight your way free these are the real deal: 

10. 12 to 6 elbow strike  
09. Throat punch  
08. Rear neck choke  
07. Fish hooking  
06. Palm strike  
05. Roundhouse kick  
04. Kubi kudaki - twisting neck break lock 
03. Axe kick  
02. Do-jime chokehold  
01. Dim mak – the death touch 

Over the top perhaps? Discuss 

The Fighters - what we’re talking about: 
Some guys are wired for action and thrive off a scrap. That doesn’t always mean it’s Queensbury 
rules with the BMW driver who cut you up on the way home; the fight can be defending others, 
fighting for a cause or against injustice.  

The fight in a man’s heart can be for the poor, the vulnerable or the weak who are being oppressed 
and mistreated. Still, there are also men who like to fight; this is partly why The UFC (The Ultimate 
Fighting Championships) is a multi-million dollar machine. The gladiators of old, toe to toe, only 
one champion will emerge.  

Part 2 | BATMAN
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Are you a fighter? Do you look for a scrap in life and run towards the heat of battle? Why? What 
pulls you to the heat and the moment? What is it that calls to you in the battle? Is there a champion 
within? A hero that needs his prize?  

Or do you look for the exit as soon as the chairs begin to fly? What are you running from? Injury, 
fear, reputation? Not all fights are unholy exchanges, some fights and battles in our lives need us to 
stand our ground. What about fights for integrity?  

A story is told of a man, a warrior, who heard that a lion was troubling a local village. He went down 
into that lion’s cave on a snowy day, and battled the lion alone; victorious he climbed from that pit.  

Why? Did he hate lions? Did he need to prove something to his girlfriend? No, he was a fighter, and 
needed to go to work. There are loads of guys around like this, like samurais of old, trained for war 
but lost without a battle in times of peace. So that unrest in them gets channelled out into other 
things, moments and situations.  

What if there is an honourable fight to be had, have you found it yet? What do you fight for? Whose 
name do you honour? What’s the cause that stirs your heart and breathes fire into your soul? We’re 
not talking about lamping some bloke down the pub here - we mustn’t shy away from language 
that addresses the brawler in us for fear of misinterpretation.  

Bible reading:  
1 Chronicles 11:22 

Testimony: 
From one of the guys about a personal experience of this fighting heart in their lives. 

Action: 
Discuss - What does it mean for you to think about this dynamic in your life? Maybe you’re not a 
fighter but have this sort of fire in you. How do you vent it, display it and use it for good and not 
destruction? Or are you a natural fighter at heart? Do you struggle with the unrest inside of you 
and need discernment to help you pick your battles? 

Pray together as a group or individually if you feel more comfortable, and ask God to reveal the 
battles you may not even realise you’re fighting, and those you’re running from. Ask him for 
wisdom to know when to stand your ground and when to concede ground. 

Sword for this week – Ephesians 6:11 Put on the full armour of God, so that you can take your 
stand against the devil’s schemes. 

Half-way through.  

Sessions 7-9 focus on … discovering the power behind our failures, developing a pioneer heart 
and how we can be men of focus! 

Part 2 | BATMAN
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Part 3 | IRON MAN 
Tony Stark is a genius, philanthropist, 
billionaire tech mastermind.  
He is driven, focused and has a dry sense of humour even in the face of peril.  

Iron Man, his masked identity in an ultra-high tech exo-suit, is a superhero with plenty of fire power 
and abilities to get the job done.   

However, like Spider-man, the man behind the mask has his wounds. The sudden and untimely 
death of his parents and his struggles with the emotional vocabulary others wish he had.  

Tony Stark’s character is an interesting one because he is totally ok with getting stuff wrong and he 
has some epic fails.  

In building his suit and the various versions of it until it’s right, he fails, a lot. He is also a pioneer 
who refuses to quit until he has gone further, faster and better than before.  

Iron Man wouldn’t be the superhero he is without focus; his innovation, genius and passion is 
focused on fighting wars and bringing a beatdown on any oppressive force that appears to 
threaten innocent lives.  

Let’s look at those things then, the fails, the pioneers and the focused. 

Part 3 | IRON MAN
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Session No.7: The Fails 
lack of success 

Intro 

The Top Ten - tallest buildings (2019) 

Superheroes are meant to be able to leap tall buildings in a single bound. Stark Towers maybe 
(1,130 ft), but these might prove a challenge… 

10. Taipei 101, Taipei, Taiwan – 1, 667 ft  
09. China Zun, Beijing, China – 1,732 ft  
08. Tianjin CTF Finance Centre, Tianjin, China – 1,739 ft  
07. Guangzhou CTF Finance Centre, Guangzhou, China – 1,739 ft  
06. One World Trade Centre, United States – 1,776 ft  
05. Lotte World Tower, Seoul, South Korea – 1,819 ft  
04. Ping An Finance Centre, Shenzhen, China – 1,965 ft  
03. Abraj Al-Bait Clock Tower, Mecca, Saudi Arabia – 1,971 ft  
02. Shanghai Tower, Shanghai, China – 2,073 ft  
01. Burj Khalifa, Dubai, United Arab Emirates – 2,717 ft 

Currently in construction through is the Jeddah Tower in Saudi Arabia, which should top them all at 
3,307 ft. Discuss! 

The Fails - what we’re talking about: 
Have you been marred and scarred by personal failure? Tried to make, do or be something and it 
went wrong? Really wrong?  

If you have then perhaps just reading that will transport you back to the emotion, feelings and 
chaos that those moments brought, or is still bringing into your life. The crippling badge we wear 
at these times is called failure.  

Part 3 | IRON MAN
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Maybe failure came about not through positive aspirations and goals but damaging ones, for both 
you and others - that happens easily too. We are human and we mess up, on all economies of scale; 
but I do believe that we can all, even the ‘worst’ of us, find a way back when the wheels have come 
off our lives in spectacular fashion. 

A young son wished his wealthy, businessman dad dead, for nothing more than a chance to grab 
the family inheritance money. His wish came true, but his dad didn’t die; he decided to give his son 
the money, the desire of his heart. The young lad went for it, spent the lot on fast living, drink, 
partying and cheap sex. He had the time of his life, for a while. Then when the music faded, alone, 
desperate and rejected by all around him he hit rock bottom.  

You might think it selfish and cold hearted but he decided to go back home to his dad, not as a 
son but as a worker, to just help out in the family business and almost go unnoticed.  

The dad was having none of it. You might be thinking he just slammed the door in his son’s face, 
but that wasn’t the way this story went. The dad hadn’t stopped looking out for his son and hoping 
for his return; perhaps everyday he watched the hill that his son disappeared over, longing for him 
to come home. Then one day he did come home. What did the dad do? No words of 
condemnation or of failure were expressed. He didn’t rant and unload curses over that boy, he just 
welcomed him, forgave him and threw the biggest homecoming party ever.  

Bible reading:  
Luke 15:11-32 

Testimony: 
From one of the guys about a personal experience of failure; the impact and path of recovery. 

Action: 
Discuss - failure will take a load of different shapes and sizes in our lives, what does this subject stir 
up for you? Has there been situations in your life that went wrong, but you learnt from them and 
changed as a result? Are there still things that need to be resolved?  

Don’t let failure badge the rest of your life. Get up. Go again. What does that mean for you today? 
Maybe you need to speak it out; it can help to find a mate who you can be honest with here, so 
they can hear your declaration to not be beaten by failure and to stand again.  

Sword for the week – Psalm 145:14 The Lord upholds all who fall and lifts up all who are bowed 
down. 
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Session No.8: The Pioneers 
develop or be the first to use or apply a new method 

Intro 

The Top Ten - survival tips 

Pioneers often end up off the beaten track in unknown territory. Imagine you find yourself in a 
survival situation - don’t worry we have it sorted for you. Here are our top tips to get you moving, 
thinking and surviving: 

10. Breathe. Don’t rush but take some time to focus and start thinking clearly 
09. Gathering stage. Start to prepare for shelter. If there is a crash site then don’t  
 wander too far from it.  
08. You need to find clean water. FAST!  
07. Work on getting a fire ready and lit, don’t pick up wood from the jungle floor for  
 this, too wet and will frustrate you, look for dry hanging branches, tinder and  
 kindling working to larger pieces.  
06. Start thinking food, don’t be squeamish, if it wiggles it could be just classed as  
 protein so do it. (Avoid mushrooms, completely!)  
05. Don’t get situation blind, look around you, points of reference, work out where you  
 are and keep thinking and observing what’s going on around you.  
04. Be careful. Work hard at not injuring yourself, but plan for it just in case.  
03. If you start to panic go back to the plan, don’t forget your survival plan. Stick to it.  
02. Forge a weapon, you may not be the only ‘thing’ trying to survive!  
01. Keep your head, stay calm and keep thinking, don’t quit, no surrender. 

Would you do anything differently? Discuss! 

The Pioneers – what we’re talking about: 
Are you a risk taker? Do you get tired of being stuck in a rut? Want to break out? 

Are you someone who likes to dream the impossible, come up with ‘out-there’ ideas and see if 
they’re possible?  
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Maybe you used to dream like this but over time that ability to think big and let your ambition fly 
high has been cut down a little. 

A mate of mine ages ago gave me an incredible picture, he said this: ‘If there is a storm, everyone 
runs for cover. I want to be that man who runs into the storm, all or nothing. The risk of the 
lightning, the invitation to feel alive.’  

I knew what he meant - of course I am not suggesting you do this, but in picture language this is 
profound. When proper storms hit, the normal response is to board up the windows and for us to 
go as low as we can, to hide, wait, survive.  

This picture from my mate was different. Running into the storm is reckless, erratic, dangerous, 
risky, edgy and wild. That holds a certain appeal in contrast to much of today’s sanitised thinking, 
where we end up removing all the risk and edge from our lives. After all, I never dreamt of sitting 
on a sofa for the best days of my life, sat looking out the window as opportunities and moments 
pass by. No, I imagined being the hero, the wild man, the adventurer and the space monkey, the 
risk taker, the man who got behind a cause and went for it.   

A story is told of an older man, a simple man, who received a message from a pioneer, to move his 
wife and camp and go to a land he had never seen. It was a huge risk and would mean he had to 
recklessly trust that message, especially along the path to his journey’s end, but he decided to be 
that man, that pioneer, and to put his faith into action and on the move. His life was huge, never 
the same again.  

Bible reading:  
Genesis 12:1-9 

Testimony: 
From one of the guys about a personal experience of having this pioneer heart in life, and how 
taking those risks has impacted them. 

Action: 
Discuss - so, what about you? Do you have a pioneer heart? Has anything blunted that passion? Or 
is it still alive?  Who are you today compared to who you dreamt of being? Is there a space monkey 
pioneer inside of you that’s restless from being held back for too long? 

Pioneers are the ones who go ahead and show others the way – this week look for opportunities to 
step out boldly in faith and lead the charge for others. 

Sword for the week – Proverbs 3:6 In all your ways acknowledge Him, and He shall direct your 
paths. 
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Session No.9: The Focused 
directing close attention towards a particular aim 

Intro 

The Top Ten - luxury watch brands 

Time management for tech billionaires who want to stay focused: 

10. Raymond Weil 
09. Breitling  
08. Rolex  
07. Omega  
06. Jaeger-LeCoultre  
05. TAG Heuer  
04. Blancpain  
03. Audemard Piguet  
02. Vacheron Constantin  
01. Patek Phillipe  

But are they really better than a Lizzy Duke Casio digital? Discuss! 

The Focused – what we’re talking about: 
How focused are you? Is this a way you would define who you are? Focused on what? Task and job 
focused?  

This man once, is said to have ‘set his face like flint.’ What does that even mean? Well, we need some 
context to really understand this one.  

This man had been on the most remarkable journey, helping people, giving to anyone who 
needed it, just amazing.  
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The last part of his journey would take him into the heart of where his oppression lived. People 
hated him, but why? Because they couldn’t hold a light to him; everything he did was full of 
integrity, he spoke amazing clarity and truth, full of honour and love, they hated it.  

The story goes, that whilst he was a way off from this place he was aiming for, he knew what was in 
front of him, all the hatred, anger and pain that was in this place, but he knew he had to go there 
so he set his face like flint.  

You see ultimately, this group that hated him had been planning to kill him, and he knew that 
going to this place would mean the start of the end, that they would eventually murder him. He 
set his face like flint. I understand this to mean, ‘I know what’s ahead, but let’s have it!’ The prize, the 
value and the purpose of going to this place was worth it, but it cost him everything! Now that’s 
focus. 

Bible reading:  
Luke 9:51 

Testimony: 
From one of the guys about a personal experience about having this sort of focused attitude in 
their lives – why they’ve needed it and what difference it has made. 

Action: 
Discuss - are you focused? Do you ever set your face like flint? What are the moments in your life 
where you’ve done that?  

Maybe you are faced with situations now that require you to dig in and set you heart and face 
towards a particular moment. Find someone to share your mindset with, where you’re at now and 
where you need to be to face what’s coming. 

Sword for the week – Proverbs 4:25 Let your eyes look straight ahead; fix your gaze directly 
before you. 
 
 

 
 
Let’s bring it home.  

Sessions 10-12 focus on … discovering the hard truth that at times we can be physically and 
emotionally strong men, but incredibly stubborn and angry.   
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Part 4 | HULK 
 
 

The HULK might be one of my personal favourites 

when it comes to the heroes, especially when the Hulk was played by Lou Ferringno. What a beast! 

The Hulk is a character that wins you over in a weird way. A massive monster that smashes and 
crushes his way through anything on a mission to head but the horizon. Cars, building, planes, 
tanks. It doesn’t matter what’s in the way, the Hulk is coming through you.  

The Hulk is also just as stubborn as he is strong, in lots of films we can see the battle between Bruce 
Banner and the Hulk fight for dominance and who can really take control.  

Not only is the Hulk stubborn and strong, really strong he is also a very angry monster too. When Dr 
Banner gets angry or feels stressed or is injured the Hulk takes over, rips his way through Dr Banners 
cotton shirts and silk trousers and starts a war path of destruction.  

I think we can use the Hulk here to pull out a few things about ourselves that might be challenging 
to uncover but really important as we look to follow 'The Code’. 
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Session No.10: The Strong 
able to withstand force or pressure 

Intro 

The Top Ten - bite force 

The jaw is the strongest muscle in the human body, and a human male bites at about 150-200 psi. 
A Pitbull gets around 235 psi but these guys have serious bite force:  

10. Lion - 650+ psi  
09. Jaguar - 700+ psi  
08. Snapping Turtle - 1,000+ psi  
07. Tiger - 1,050+ psi  
06. Hyena - 1,100+ psi  
05. Polar Bear - 1,200+ psi  
04. Silverback Gorilla - 1,300+ psi  
03. Hippo - 1,800+ psi  
02. Salt Water Crocodile - 7,700+ psi  
01. Killer Whale - 19,000+ psi  

Unbeatable … unless you’re Jaws from 007 The Spy Who Loved Me and Moonraker!  
He could bite at a whopping 64,000 psi. (These figures are based on personal estimates and have no 
scientific proof, at all) Discuss!  

The Strong – what we’re talking about: 
What comes to mind when you think about the term ‘strength?’ 

Muscles? The ability to deadlift 130kg (My personal best trying to keep up with El Presidente, Mr 
Beechy the deadlift king!) Strength physically is an obvious one, how about emotional strength? 
Police dealing with a road accident show incredible emotional strength managing a crisis which 
requires a clear head and decisive action.  
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There will be moments in our lives when physical strength is essential, some heavy lifting needed 
to get the job done. There will also be times when emotional strength will be needed. We live in a 
time when men are encouraged to cry and show emotions, and of course I have no problem with 
that, so long as there is a balance.  

Some men will take a great sense of value and identity in being able to suppress emotions when 
the time for that is right. It’s important we celebrate that too, both ends of the spectrum. 
Encouraging men to show emotion and celebrating that, whilst also recognising the men who 
manage to suppress emotion when the situation is right and calls for such a skill, which needs to 
be celebrated too. Like the soldiers who are trained to do the job, take the order and execute the 
job without emotion. What do you think? Is this a fair comment?  

One man was facing a corrupt trial where his name was slandered. People came out and openly 
lied about him giving false testimony. He was beaten, flogged and punched in the face. Crowds 
spat at him, pulled his hair and jeered as his naked frame was on show. This man was forced to 
wear a crown made from thrones and nails driven through his wrists and ankles as he was lifted up 
and crucified publicly.  

At any point in this process, this man was stronger and more capable than the Hulk could ever 
have been. He could have used physical strength to crush everyone there, he didn’t do it. He could 
have been crying endlessly and calling out to be rescued and cursing everyone around. He didn’t.  

He took the punishment, the death and the pain – in almost complete silence, just speaking out 
one phrase, a prayer to his dad to forgive the men that were murdering him. You want strength? 
There it is.  

Bible reading:  
Matthew 27:32-56 

Testimony: 
From one of the guys about a personal experience about having shown some strength in their 
lives, how it felt and what the situation was like.  

Action: 
Discuss – what does strength mean to you? What ways do you show strength in your life? What are 
the moments in your life where you’ve needed emotional strength?  Maybe you need support to 
get that strength and fight back in your life. Spend time reflecting on this and share your thinking 
with a mate in the group.  

Sword for the week – Psalm 46:1 God is our refuge and strength, an ever-present help in trouble. 
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Session No. 11: The Stubborn 
dogged determination not to change one's 
attitude or position 

Intro 

The Top Ten - buying a second-hand car 
You don’t need to be stubborn when haggling on the price of a new car, just be well informed, 
CVM can help.  

10. Work out beforehand what your car needs/requirements are  
09. Research! Fuel costs, tax and insurance as setting the budget is essential  
08. Friendly but firm, don’t be afraid to walk away  
07. Pay for a good vehicle check to ensure its not stolen, HPI and mileage  
06. Check for oil leaks or signs of leaks under the engine  
05. Test drive, don’t feel rushed or pressured  
04. Listen for knocks and rubbing sounds  
03. Release the wheel gently to see if the car veers to a side  
02. Put a deposit on a credit card if possible – Google ‘Section 75 Refunds’  
01. Remember vehicle tax doesn’t transfer with the car, you need to buy it! 

(CVM are in no way responsible for you buying an old banger after following this advice.)  

Discuss! 

The Stubborn – what we’re talking about: 
So, here is an interesting one, being stubborn. Stubbornness can pop up in our lives at lots of 
different moments and for loads of different reasons. Some of these are perhaps positive, like not 
giving up on a fitness goal and being stubborn about your training and diet.  

Are you stubborn? In what ways can you see stubbornness in your life? The Hulk is really stubborn, 
just can’t let it go!  
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I think the wider and more frequent use of stubbornness is a negative character trait that we can 
see in our lives to varying degrees. The Hulk often got himself into a place where he just became 
entrenched. If his rage took over and the power and strength came in, the Hulk would go deep 
into stubbornness and not let go.  

What about you? What is it that triggers you to go deep, to dig down into that stubborn rut and sit 
there, camped in and not letting go? What is it that unlocks that? Is it that you need some sort of 
apology? A justice or redemption moment to get you out of it? It’s important we identity what this 
stuff is and why it grips our hearts so tight.  

A Pharaoh once ruled Egypt with a stubborn heart. He had a nation in slavery and was doing very 
nicely from their labour and his kingdom was expanding fast. However, these people had a saviour, 
a liberator that sent a man to send a message of freedom to the Pharaoh.  

Let’s just say the Pharaoh didn’t see the value in letting the people go so his heart turned, it drew 
into a deep place, a dark abyss that sent him over the edge.  

Ultimately his stubbornness cost him big time; human life, his own son, crops dead, land ravaged, 
and he lost the people and himself in the process.  

Uncrucified stubbornness can numb and blunt our lives guys, like a splinter gone poisonous and 
seeping into our blood, it needs routing out.   

Bible reading:  
Exodus 8:32 

Testimony: 
From one of the guys about a personal experience about a moment when they really dug into 
stubbornness, why it happened and how they came out of it.  

Action: 
Discuss – what are some of the ways this stubborn heart has gripped you? Did it bring life into your 
heart or drain you of energy and peace? How did you set about dealing with it?  

Is there an area now, today that you know has you locked in a fight over being stubborn? Maybe 
start to talk about it, start to loosen its grip and share it with a mate in the group.   

Sword for the week – Galatians 2:20 I have been crucified with Christ; and it is no longer I who 
live, but Christ lives in me. 
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Session No. 12: The Angry 
feeling or showing strong annoyance, 
displeasure, or hostility 

Intro 

The Top Ten - things that make people irrationally angry 
Not to be taken too seriously but these will make your blood boil: 

10. Queue jumpers 
09. Someone hovering at your shoulder when you’re working  
08. People blocking a pavement by walking very slowly 
07. Misuse of apostrophes 
06. Customer service phone line menu mazes  
05. Drivers not using their indicators  
04. People who don’t say thank you when you let them through 
03. Buffering and software updates 
02. Being told to ‘calm down’ or ‘cheer up’ when I am calm and happy 
01. People chewing their food loudly 

 
What is it that triggers you?  Discuss! 

The Angry – what we’re talking about: 
What is it that makes you angry? Like Hulk level angry? Is it ok to get angry and let it flow out? It 
there a time for anger in our lives and how should it be expressed?  

So, part of the reason for including this is just to create some conversation about anger and not let 
it sit, deep under layers of ‘politeness’ and pretend we don’t get angry at stuff and explode when 
people are not about.  

Maybe it’s the car for you and road rage and if your family or friends could have seen the stuff 
you’ve done and said on the road they would be horrified. 

There will be loads of triggers in us that cause anger to boil over, and we mustn’t make excuses for 
anger that is clearly unacceptable, irrational and without a justifiable cause or reason.  
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Part of living The Code means acknowledging that woven into it is a continual theme of being a 
man of peace. That doesn’t mean you will never feel anger or find yourself in a situation that most 
logical people would assess and deem anger to be an appropriate response. However, peace and 
trying to live life as a man of peace is where The Code positions itself.  

One-man modelled peace in the most amazing ways; he didn’t fight back when he could have, he 
healed a guy’s ear when one of his friends defended him and cut the attacker’s ear off. He avoided 
hostile moments and tried to navigate around them. However, he also demonstrated anger at a 
bunch of con men and traders who deeply disrespected his father. With a whip he drove them 
from their markets and trading booths, turning over tables. This wasn’t done with a smile and a 
wink, it was done through a moment of correctly placed and measured anger.  

I think the truth is there are lots of angry men out there, and maybe you are one of them. You will 
know it if it’s you. A deep feeling of anger that hasn’t been brought to the light of peace. It is deep, 
you let it roam around down there in your life and it pops up in different moments and might even 
surprise you and those around at how powerful it can be.  

That anger needs to be displaced and dislodged. It’s a very different animal to the model I have 
given of a man of peace, who controls his life but can respond angrily to the right moments of 
injustice and chaos he sees in the world. Living with a deep root of anger in our hearts will destroy 
us, and people around us. So many times, the Hulk’s anger caused him to be an outcast because it’s 
the ones closest that get hurt in the tornado of pain that anger produces. The truth is it was Dr. 
Banner that needed to be a man of peace; it was his heart and mind that triggered the Hulk to take 
over.  

Bible reading:  
Matthew 21:12-13 

Testimony: 
From one of the guys about a personal experience about a moment when anger has been very 
real in their lives and what it did. It might be helpful to explore how the anger was controlled and 
dealt with too.   

Action: 
Discuss – what are some of the ways that anger has been one of your travelling companions? What 
does it look like when it arrives? What triggers it and how might you start to deal with it? Are you 
angry at God? Does it feel like he has let you down? You can take all of this to Jesus in prayer, he 
can take it!  

Sword for the week – Ephesians 4:26 “In your anger do not sin.” Do not let the sun go down while 
you are still angry, and do not give the devil a foothold.
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The Code 
The manual of the Codelife movement 

£7.99 from our online shop 
cvm.org.uk/shop

Codelife Podcast 
Every fortnight from your  

favourite podcast app 
cvm.org.uk/podcasts 

Find out more about The Code 

at: codelife.org 

It’s time for a new kind of man

http://cvm.org.uk/podcasts
http://cvm.org.uk/shop
http://codelife.org
http://cvm.org.uk/podcasts
http://cvm.org.uk/shop
http://codelife.org
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	How to use this 12-week study
	This study has been written by Nathan Blackaby and is shaped to help our CVM men’s groups with something new to use as we navigate the new restrictions on how we can meet together.
	In light of that, here is what we suggest:
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	Zoom is a video conferencing platform that can be used on mobile devices, desktops, and even landline telephones.
	Join a Zoom meeting on a computer:
	Basic controls
	Join a Zoom meeting on a smartphone:
	Who are you? What things do you think about when you ask yourself that question? Your name, age or gender? Maybe you think about your job, your role in society or in your family?
	The globe has and is going through a massive transformation due to the Coronavirus. So many of us are now working from home, socially distanced or isolated completely and life has, for the time being anyway, changed. So, in light of that, and in this moment of pause, transition and pandemic we can do some planning, building and fortifying. Let me ask you some more questions:
	Are you a man who is generous, kind, a thinker, a fighter or a sleeper?
	Are you the type of man who thrives on courage and bravery, do you run towards risk and uncertainty?  Or do you stand back and calculate the risks, take time to make a move and then when you do, it’s a definitive one?  Are you loyal? Are you a wild-man or barbarian looking for a war? Are you the journeyman, aiding others on their path? Who are you?
	I grew up on the pop culture of Marvel and DC, cartoons of masked heroes battling with not only their nemeses but often their own mask and a process of discovering their identity and their purpose.
	So often in the superheroes franchise we see tormented heroes, wrestling with their gift, power, identity and purpose. The Hulk has been known to punch and body slam his friends from time to time. Iron Man, behind a veneer of self-reliance and strength, is an outlaw space monkey in need of some validation for his identity. Batman; a renegade, misunderstood by people and perhaps he misunderstood those around him too, and at times hurt the people who he wanted to help. Captain America, driven by justice and loyalty needed a body that matched his heart. What we can see is that even our superheroes seem to be asking themselves, who am I? What am I about and where do I fit?
	Nathan Blackaby   CEO Christian Vision for Men
	So, let’s get started.
	Sessions 1-3 focus on … discovering the truth about our courage, our wounded lives and ways we can let the brakes off and be a bit more undignified.
	I have always felt a bit let down by Spider-man. Sure, he has adopted some cool stuff from that hideously infected spider bite, but two critical things are missing. Imagine if he had grown fangs that dripped with a deadly poison and his body was covered in thick black tarantula hair … Sure it would be unsightly and perhaps not the poster boy Spider-man Hollywood was going for, but I think it would have been way more interesting.
	Anyway.
	Spider-man is shown to us as courageous, strong and fun. He is a bit wild and a lad, he jokes about and has a way with ladies. However, Spider-man is wounded by stuff in his past.
	The comics tell more and try to reveal the truth but in the films, we see Peter being raised by his Aunt May and Uncle Ben. A few times Peter vents his hurt and it’s clear the family wound is still very much part of his life.
	So, we have this masked hero; on one hand he’s Peter Parker, adopted by his aunty and uncle, a bit awkward, ducking and diving his way through school trying to just get by without being beaten up too much. Then, mask on, we have Spider-man, courageous, wounded and sometimes undignified.
	Let’s explore those things.
	Session No.1: The Courageous
	Not deterred by danger or pain
	Intro
	The Top Ten - knots you need to know
	If you haven’t been bitten by a radioactive spider, and don’t therefore possess Spider-man’s incredible web-slinging skills, you might need to know at least a few of these knots to get you through life:
	10. Fisherman’s Knot
	09. Clove Hitch
	08. Bowline
	07. Figure 8
	06. Square Knot
	05. Sheet Bend
	04. Prusik Knot
	03. Man Harness
	02. Rolling Hitch
	01. Reef Knot
	Do you agree with this list? Discuss!
	The Courageous - what we’re talking about:
	Do you thrive on moments in your life that require courage from you?
	Can you think of any moments you needed to act with courage?
	What happened?
	How did it feel?
	A long time ago in history there was a brutal battle going on, a nation of people were under attack and hard pressed by their enemy nearby. Fear had spread through the people and everyone was so afraid they hid; even the champion called to fight and lead a comeback was scared, his name was Gideon.
	Gideon was hiding, but through an amazing sequence of events, Gideon steps up to the plate and in the end leads a band of 300 warriors into battle. Against all his better emotions, logic and anxiety, he found some faith and trust, and stepped up with incredible courage.
	There was a turning point in his life, in his head and heart that refused to roll over and die. He wasn’t by nature a warrior, he wasn’t looking for the fight, but when he got the right motivation and support, he charged at it with great courage.
	Bible reading:
	Judges 7
	Testimony:
	From one of the guys about personal courage encounter
	Action:
	Discuss - what does the battleground around you look like? What do you need courage for right now? Where will you go for this courage?
	Spend time if it is suitable to pray together for courage and the strength to do and say the right thing when the time is right.
	Sword for the week - 2 Timothy 1:7 For the Spirit God gave us does not make us timid, but gives us power, love and self-discipline.
	Session No.2: The Wounded
	Inflicted with a wound; injured
	Intro
	The Top Ten - sports injuries
	Ok, so the session isn’t really about being wounded in a physical sense, but can anyone boast the full top ten most commonly sustained sporting injuries:
	10. Hip flexor strain
	09. Anterior cruciate ligament tear or sprain
	08. Concussion
	07. Groin pull
	06. Shin splints
	05. Sciatica
	04. Hamstring strain
	03. Tennis or golf elbow
	02. Shoulder injury
	01.  Patellofemoral syndrome – a wrecked knee basically
	But which is the most painful? Discuss!
	The Wounded - what we’re talking about:
	You don’t need to me tell you that life can wound us – the things we say and do, the things we should have said or done, can all wound. Other people can wound us; failure and shame, rejection and disappointment can all be lingering wounds in our lives. The battle to forgive, heal and move past hurt, loss or brokenness can be a wound that stays open and calls to you perhaps on a daily basis.
	Spider-man’s real character, the man without the mask, was wounded. He was hurt and in one film shouts at his uncle Ben in his desperate search to understand the broken link with his own father.
	A true story is told of a young man years ago who was also badly wounded, by his own brothers. They hated him because their father loved him and favoured him as the youngest son. Full of hate and rejection for their younger brother they planned a scheme to do away with him, kill him off and move on with their lives. They carried out the plan and the youngest son was left for dead, but he didn’t die.
	As the story unfolds the youngest son is sold into slavery, gains favour with his slave master and works his way up the ladder, but then finds himself in prison for a few years, wrongly accused. Forgotten, rejected and locked up he has time to become bitter and plot a revenge, but he doesn’t take that path. After time he once again gains favour in the kingdom and finds himself next to the most powerful man around. This elevates him too and he is put into a place of great power and influence. During a terrible famine in the land his brothers come looking for food and he recognises them as they are, now begging him for their lives. The story goes on and this family is restored, but the thing to pull out here is that the youngest son had a wound. Rejection, betrayal and pain from his own family.
	The wound however, whilst it shaped the journey, didn’t define the man and his potential. He could have given up, he could have never really lived and existed in a cage of bitterness, pain and ‘why me’ thoughts. He didn’t allow it.
	Bible reading:
	Genesis 37:18-36
	Testimony:
	From one of the guys about a personal wound.
	We would suggest to obviously be mindful of the guys in the group for this and gauge the level of story and interaction.
	Action:
	Discuss - what has the wound been for you? Perhaps one that even now in the group you don’t want to share or are not ready to explore?
	This week you can take this wound to God, speak it out and ask for freedom and healing in that place of pain. When you can, it could be good to share it with a trusted mate in the group for accountability and prayer.
	Sword for the week – Psalm 147:3 He heals the brokenhearted and binds up their wounds
	Session No.3: The Undignified
	appearing foolish and unseemly; lacking in dignity
	Intro
	The Top Ten - dance floor moves
	Nothing more undignified than making a fool of yourself on the dance floor. All men (especially the dads out there) need at least a couple of these classic moves under their belt:
	10. Anti gravity lean
	09. Floss
	08. Robot
	07. Headspin
	06. Toestand
	05. Disco fever
	04. The worm
	03. Running man
	02. Backflip
	01. Moonwalk
	Or should you avoid dancing at all costs? Discuss!
	The Undignified – what we’re talking about:
	As the character of Spider-man is played out in different films you see slight differences being presented. One of them is that Spider-man, in a later film, is more foolish and undignified at times. It’s not seen as a bad thing but rather as a glimpse at the real character, unvarnished, willing to be himself and even fail in the eyes of others to learn more about himself.
	There’s an account in history about a king who on one particular occasion was celebrating. He was celebrating because a special treasure was being led back into his home; the treasure represented the presence of his God so this was a big deal. As it was being led into the king’s home, he was dancing in front of the whole procession of people, revellers and people having a great time, and this king was really going for it. So much so that the linen clothing he was wearing started to open up a bit, possibly revealing a bit too much of the king beneath.
	In this moment the king didn’t care who was watching, he didn’t care what people thought of him or his reputation, he was dancing and utterly captivated by the scale of the moment.
	We can care so much about our reputations and how people will perceive us in life that it numbs and blunts who we really want to be. Have you felt that? In a particular moment or situation, you want to act in a way that is true to who you are but out of fear of ridicule, people’s opinions or rejection you moderate and tone down the real you?
	I think that a dose of being undignified now and then could be an interesting antidote to expectations on us, the stuff that doesn’t enable the real us to come the surface. What does this look like for you?
	Bible reading:
	2 Samuel 6:14-22
	Testimony:
	From one of the guys about a personal experience of embarrassment or of being undignified in a positive way.
	Action:
	Discuss - ultimately the question for me is what are you passionate about? What really drives you and how do you let that flow out? What does it look like for you to be undignified in the real stuff you are passionate about?
	This week it might be good to spend time thinking over what it really is that makes you tick, then in another list in your head or on paper, what stops me from being this sort of man? Then, how can I change it?
	Sword for the week – Galatians 1:10 For am I now seeking the approval of man, or of God?
	Let’s keep going.
	Sessions 4-6 focus on … discovering if you are a renegade, a maverick or a fighter, if you want to be and how to get there.
	Batman is a renegade.
	He will drive the Batmobile through your house if he needs to, no problem, the Bat won’t stop until the Bat gets his man!
	Batman will front kick a perp off a roof top and destroy half of Gotham city to make sure justice is served. The renegade in Batman is cool. We need more renegades.
	Batman is also a maverick; people don’t know if they should love him or hate him, he lives a reclusive existence, shies away from the public eye.
	He’s not trying to be liked or understood, he’s being the Batman, the person he is and he doesn’t need to please you.
	He’s also a fighter. I think Batman actually likes hurting people. He has all the tools and kit but we still always see Batman giving people a stern left hook or chop to the neck even in the classic Batman stuff on TV years ago.
	You would know if Batman has slapped you round the face, he’s a fighter.
	Let’s look at that then, the renegade, the maverick and the fighter.
	Session No.4: The Renegades
	rebels and sometimes outlaws
	Intro
	The Top Ten - classic cars
	If you can’t drive the Batmobile, these are the next best thing:
	10. BMW M3
	09. VW Golf GTi (VR6)
	08. Peugeot 205 GTi (1.9 litre)
	07. Renault 5 Turbo
	06. Renault Clio Williams
	05. Toyota Supra Turbo (Manual)
	04. Subaru WRX STI
	03. Vauxhall Lotus Carlton
	02. Ford Escort RS Turbo
	01. Ford Escort Cosworth
	All fairly recent, controversial? Discuss!
	The Renegades - what we’re talking about:
	Do you play by the rules? If told to stand would you stand without question? Do you seek instructions and follow them or are you a renegade, looking at all times to find a different path?
	A renegade isn’t just a man who thinks little of laws, rules and structures, but he is a man who looks at them without finding his place within them; it’s a deeper longing, a deeper voice sets this compass, a question of 'what if?'
	A renegade of old was a deserter, running from his convictions, but that’s not my definition here at all. The renegade character I am thinking of just can’t play it nice – there’s a fire in his bones that makes him unsettled, uncomfortable with conformity and comfort. Is that you? Do you want it to be?
	There was a man like this once, loads of stories are told about him, true ones! In a culture and a time foreign to us now, he was consistently inconsistent, not because of his lack of conviction and planning, but by his choices, a true renegade spirit.
	This man, when confronted by the dirtiest, poorest and most rotten people in society, the ones who everyone else would turn from and reject, was drawn to them instead. He would eat with them, share his food, a meal and laugh together. He would put his arm around infested men who had arrived at the bottom of life’s heap.
	That’s where you would find this man, that’s what he was about.
	The renegade heart can be about a code, a code of honour, integrity and respect. What do you think about that? Are you a renegade? Do you want to be?
	Bible reading:
	Mark 3:1-6
	Testimony:
	From one of the guys about a personal experience of when they have acted as a renegade.
	Action:
	Discuss - we are required of course to play by the rules in lots of ways in society, in particular at the moment in the UK in our response to the virus outbreak. However, this week ask yourself how you can develop a renegade heart. Instead of watching your normal TV programme can you use that time for something else, something that will make a difference? Can you write? Show support for someone who won’t expect it?
	Sword for the week – Acts 5:29 But Peter and the other apostles answered and said: “We ought to obey God rather than men.”
	Session No.5 : The Mavericks
	an unorthodox or independent-minded person
	Intro
	The Top Ten - aviation films
	When someone says Maverick, you can’t help but think of Top Gun! Best aviation films of all time:
	10. The Aviator (2004)
	09. Pearl Harbour (2001)
	08. Memphis Belle (1990)
	07. Airforce One (1997)
	06. Tora! Tora! Tora! (1970)
	05. Sully (2016)
	04. Airplane! (1980)
	03. Dambusters (1955)
	02. Black Hawk Down (2001)
	01. Top Gun (1986)
	Anything missing? Discuss!
	The Mavericks - what we’re talking about:
	Are you the type of guy who is a maverick? Unorthodox, nonconformist and you find yourself looking for the moments in life that help you to operate outside of your comfort zone?
	There was a man once called Peter, he had this sort of maverick DNA. If there was a boat to step out of to take him way beyond the comfort zone, then Peter would do it. On one occasion Peter could see a friend of his that he thought he had lost; a friend he was sure had died but suddenly, there walking on the beach was this mate Peter loved. Problem was, Peter was out at sea on a boat, he was a fisherman and had gone back to work.
	The maverick characteristic in Peter, the nonconformist, didn’t stop and weigh things up - he went for it, diving into the water and frantically swimming his way to the coastline. He made it too, had a breakfast with his friend.
	What does this look like for you? Are you someone who sees the unconventional path, or looks and leans towards the path less trodden? Maybe you don’t feel this or see it naturally but feel a longing to be able to. Maybe it’s as if there’s a veneer or behaviour moderator on you that makes your inner maverick feel like it’s hit a rev limiter in your life.
	Or maybe you once knew that path, the journey of the maverick, but life and some bumps on the way have put the safety barriers up and crippled the maverick in your life. If that’s you, hold the line. This book is a journey that will show us how we can unlock this stuff in our lives; at this point, let’s just keep identifying. Who am I?
	Bible reading:
	John 21:7
	Testimony:
	From one of the guys about a personal experience of when they lived like a maverick.
	Action:
	Discuss - what is the path less trodden for you? What paths have you taken that have been comfortable, easy and safe? What does a new route look like that might take you to the wire, to the edge of your comfort zone? Have you got comfortable playing nice? This week, is there a part of your life where you could ask God to help you push the boundaries and step off the main route and into the undergrowth?
	Sword for the week – Romans 12:2 Do not conform to the pattern of this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your mind.
	Session No.6: THE FIGHTERS
	a person or animal that fights.
	Intro
	The Top Ten - martial arts moves
	Batman has his trademark karate chops, but if you ever find yourself cornered in an alley by a super-villain and need to fight your way free these are the real deal:
	10. 12 to 6 elbow strike
	09. Throat punch
	08. Rear neck choke
	07. Fish hooking
	06. Palm strike
	05. Roundhouse kick
	04. Kubi kudaki - twisting neck break lock
	03. Axe kick
	02. Do-jime chokehold
	01. Dim mak – the death touch
	Over the top perhaps? Discuss
	The Fighters - what we’re talking about:
	Some guys are wired for action and thrive off a scrap. That doesn’t always mean it’s Queensbury rules with the BMW driver who cut you up on the way home; the fight can be defending others, fighting for a cause or against injustice.
	The fight in a man’s heart can be for the poor, the vulnerable or the weak who are being oppressed and mistreated. Still, there are also men who like to fight; this is partly why The UFC (The Ultimate Fighting Championships) is a multi-million dollar machine. The gladiators of old, toe to toe, only one champion will emerge.
	Are you a fighter? Do you look for a scrap in life and run towards the heat of battle? Why? What pulls you to the heat and the moment? What is it that calls to you in the battle? Is there a champion within? A hero that needs his prize?
	Or do you look for the exit as soon as the chairs begin to fly? What are you running from? Injury, fear, reputation? Not all fights are unholy exchanges, some fights and battles in our lives need us to stand our ground. What about fights for integrity?
	A story is told of a man, a warrior, who heard that a lion was troubling a local village. He went down into that lion’s cave on a snowy day, and battled the lion alone; victorious he climbed from that pit.
	Why? Did he hate lions? Did he need to prove something to his girlfriend? No, he was a fighter, and needed to go to work. There are loads of guys around like this, like samurais of old, trained for war but lost without a battle in times of peace. So that unrest in them gets channelled out into other things, moments and situations.
	What if there is an honourable fight to be had, have you found it yet? What do you fight for? Whose name do you honour? What’s the cause that stirs your heart and breathes fire into your soul? We’re not talking about lamping some bloke down the pub here - we mustn’t shy away from language that addresses the brawler in us for fear of misinterpretation.
	Bible reading:
	1 Chronicles 11:22
	Testimony:
	From one of the guys about a personal experience of this fighting heart in their lives.
	Action:
	Discuss - What does it mean for you to think about this dynamic in your life? Maybe you’re not a fighter but have this sort of fire in you. How do you vent it, display it and use it for good and not destruction? Or are you a natural fighter at heart? Do you struggle with the unrest inside of you and need discernment to help you pick your battles?
	Pray together as a group or individually if you feel more comfortable, and ask God to reveal the battles you may not even realise you’re fighting, and those you’re running from. Ask him for wisdom to know when to stand your ground and when to concede ground.
	Sword for this week – Ephesians 6:11 Put on the full armour of God, so that you can take your stand against the devil’s schemes.
	Half-way through.
	Sessions 7-9 focus on … discovering the power behind our failures, developing a pioneer heart and how we can be men of focus!
	Tony Stark is a genius, philanthropist, billionaire tech mastermind.
	He is driven, focused and has a dry sense of humour even in the face of peril.
	Iron Man, his masked identity in an ultra-high tech exo-suit, is a superhero with plenty of fire power and abilities to get the job done.
	However, like Spider-man, the man behind the mask has his wounds. The sudden and untimely death of his parents and his struggles with the emotional vocabulary others wish he had.
	Tony Stark’s character is an interesting one because he is totally ok with getting stuff wrong and he has some epic fails.
	In building his suit and the various versions of it until it’s right, he fails, a lot. He is also a pioneer who refuses to quit until he has gone further, faster and better than before.
	Iron Man wouldn’t be the superhero he is without focus; his innovation, genius and passion is focused on fighting wars and bringing a beatdown on any oppressive force that appears to threaten innocent lives.
	Let’s look at those things then, the fails, the pioneers and the focused.
	Session No.7: The Fails
	lack of success
	Intro
	The Top Ten - tallest buildings (2019)
	Superheroes are meant to be able to leap tall buildings in a single bound. Stark Towers maybe (1,130 ft), but these might prove a challenge…
	10. Taipei 101, Taipei, Taiwan – 1, 667 ft
	09. China Zun, Beijing, China – 1,732 ft
	08. Tianjin CTF Finance Centre, Tianjin, China – 1,739 ft
	07. Guangzhou CTF Finance Centre, Guangzhou, China – 1,739 ft
	06. One World Trade Centre, United States – 1,776 ft
	05. Lotte World Tower, Seoul, South Korea – 1,819 ft
	04. Ping An Finance Centre, Shenzhen, China – 1,965 ft
	03. Abraj Al-Bait Clock Tower, Mecca, Saudi Arabia – 1,971 ft
	02. Shanghai Tower, Shanghai, China – 2,073 ft
	01. Burj Khalifa, Dubai, United Arab Emirates – 2,717 ft
	Currently in construction through is the Jeddah Tower in Saudi Arabia, which should top them all at 3,307 ft. Discuss!
	The Fails - what we’re talking about:
	Have you been marred and scarred by personal failure? Tried to make, do or be something and it went wrong? Really wrong?
	If you have then perhaps just reading that will transport you back to the emotion, feelings and chaos that those moments brought, or is still bringing into your life. The crippling badge we wear at these times is called failure.
	Maybe failure came about not through positive aspirations and goals but damaging ones, for both you and others - that happens easily too. We are human and we mess up, on all economies of scale; but I do believe that we can all, even the ‘worst’ of us, find a way back when the wheels have come off our lives in spectacular fashion.
	A young son wished his wealthy, businessman dad dead, for nothing more than a chance to grab the family inheritance money. His wish came true, but his dad didn’t die; he decided to give his son the money, the desire of his heart. The young lad went for it, spent the lot on fast living, drink, partying and cheap sex. He had the time of his life, for a while. Then when the music faded, alone, desperate and rejected by all around him he hit rock bottom.
	You might think it selfish and cold hearted but he decided to go back home to his dad, not as a son but as a worker, to just help out in the family business and almost go unnoticed.
	The dad was having none of it. You might be thinking he just slammed the door in his son’s face, but that wasn’t the way this story went. The dad hadn’t stopped looking out for his son and hoping for his return; perhaps everyday he watched the hill that his son disappeared over, longing for him to come home. Then one day he did come home. What did the dad do? No words of condemnation or of failure were expressed. He didn’t rant and unload curses over that boy, he just welcomed him, forgave him and threw the biggest homecoming party ever.
	Bible reading:
	Luke 15:11-32
	Testimony:
	From one of the guys about a personal experience of failure; the impact and path of recovery.
	Action:
	Discuss - failure will take a load of different shapes and sizes in our lives, what does this subject stir up for you? Has there been situations in your life that went wrong, but you learnt from them and changed as a result? Are there still things that need to be resolved?
	Don’t let failure badge the rest of your life. Get up. Go again. What does that mean for you today? Maybe you need to speak it out; it can help to find a mate who you can be honest with here, so they can hear your declaration to not be beaten by failure and to stand again.
	Sword for the week – Psalm 145:14 The Lord upholds all who fall and lifts up all who are bowed down.
	Session No.8: The Pioneers
	develop or be the first to use or apply a new method
	Intro
	The Top Ten - survival tips
	Pioneers often end up off the beaten track in unknown territory. Imagine you find yourself in a survival situation - don’t worry we have it sorted for you. Here are our top tips to get you moving, thinking and surviving:
	10. Breathe. Don’t rush but take some time to focus and start thinking clearly
	09. Gathering stage. Start to prepare for shelter. If there is a crash site then don’t   wander too far from it.
	08. You need to find clean water. FAST!
	07. Work on getting a fire ready and lit, don’t pick up wood from the jungle floor for   this, too wet and will frustrate you, look for dry hanging branches, tinder and   kindling working to larger pieces.
	06. Start thinking food, don’t be squeamish, if it wiggles it could be just classed as   protein so do it. (Avoid mushrooms, completely!)
	05. Don’t get situation blind, look around you, points of reference, work out where you   are and keep thinking and observing what’s going on around you.
	04. Be careful. Work hard at not injuring yourself, but plan for it just in case.
	03. If you start to panic go back to the plan, don’t forget your survival plan. Stick to it.
	02. Forge a weapon, you may not be the only ‘thing’ trying to survive!
	01. Keep your head, stay calm and keep thinking, don’t quit, no surrender.
	Would you do anything differently? Discuss!
	The Pioneers – what we’re talking about:
	Are you a risk taker? Do you get tired of being stuck in a rut? Want to break out?
	Are you someone who likes to dream the impossible, come up with ‘out-there’ ideas and see if they’re possible?
	Maybe you used to dream like this but over time that ability to think big and let your ambition fly high has been cut down a little.
	A mate of mine ages ago gave me an incredible picture, he said this: ‘If there is a storm, everyone runs for cover. I want to be that man who runs into the storm, all or nothing. The risk of the lightning, the invitation to feel alive.’
	I knew what he meant - of course I am not suggesting you do this, but in picture language this is profound. When proper storms hit, the normal response is to board up the windows and for us to go as low as we can, to hide, wait, survive.
	This picture from my mate was different. Running into the storm is reckless, erratic, dangerous, risky, edgy and wild. That holds a certain appeal in contrast to much of today’s sanitised thinking, where we end up removing all the risk and edge from our lives. After all, I never dreamt of sitting on a sofa for the best days of my life, sat looking out the window as opportunities and moments pass by. No, I imagined being the hero, the wild man, the adventurer and the space monkey, the risk taker, the man who got behind a cause and went for it.
	A story is told of an older man, a simple man, who received a message from a pioneer, to move his wife and camp and go to a land he had never seen. It was a huge risk and would mean he had to recklessly trust that message, especially along the path to his journey’s end, but he decided to be that man, that pioneer, and to put his faith into action and on the move. His life was huge, never the same again.
	Bible reading:
	Genesis 12:1-9
	Testimony:
	From one of the guys about a personal experience of having this pioneer heart in life, and how taking those risks has impacted them.
	Action:
	Discuss - so, what about you? Do you have a pioneer heart? Has anything blunted that passion? Or is it still alive?  Who are you today compared to who you dreamt of being? Is there a space monkey pioneer inside of you that’s restless from being held back for too long?
	Pioneers are the ones who go ahead and show others the way – this week look for opportunities to step out boldly in faith and lead the charge for others.
	Sword for the week – Proverbs 3:6 In all your ways acknowledge Him, and He shall direct your paths.
	Session No.9: The Focused
	directing close attention towards a particular aim
	Intro
	The Top Ten - luxury watch brands
	Time management for tech billionaires who want to stay focused:
	10. Raymond Weil
	09. Breitling
	08. Rolex
	07. Omega
	06. Jaeger-LeCoultre
	05. TAG Heuer
	04. Blancpain
	03. Audemard Piguet
	02. Vacheron Constantin
	01. Patek Phillipe
	But are they really better than a Lizzy Duke Casio digital? Discuss!
	The Focused – what we’re talking about:
	How focused are you? Is this a way you would define who you are? Focused on what? Task and job focused?
	This man once, is said to have ‘set his face like flint.’ What does that even mean? Well, we need some context to really understand this one.
	This man had been on the most remarkable journey, helping people, giving to anyone who needed it, just amazing.
	The last part of his journey would take him into the heart of where his oppression lived. People hated him, but why? Because they couldn’t hold a light to him; everything he did was full of integrity, he spoke amazing clarity and truth, full of honour and love, they hated it.
	The story goes, that whilst he was a way off from this place he was aiming for, he knew what was in front of him, all the hatred, anger and pain that was in this place, but he knew he had to go there so he set his face like flint.
	You see ultimately, this group that hated him had been planning to kill him, and he knew that going to this place would mean the start of the end, that they would eventually murder him. He set his face like flint. I understand this to mean, ‘I know what’s ahead, but let’s have it!’ The prize, the value and the purpose of going to this place was worth it, but it cost him everything! Now that’s focus.
	Bible reading:
	Luke 9:51
	Testimony:
	From one of the guys about a personal experience about having this sort of focused attitude in their lives – why they’ve needed it and what difference it has made.
	Action:
	Discuss - are you focused? Do you ever set your face like flint? What are the moments in your life where you’ve done that?
	Maybe you are faced with situations now that require you to dig in and set you heart and face towards a particular moment. Find someone to share your mindset with, where you’re at now and where you need to be to face what’s coming.
	Sword for the week – Proverbs 4:25 Let your eyes look straight ahead; fix your gaze directly before you.
	Let’s bring it home.
	Sessions 10-12 focus on … discovering the hard truth that at times we can be physically and emotionally strong men, but incredibly stubborn and angry.
	The HULK might be one of my personal favourites when it comes to the heroes, especially when the Hulk was played by Lou Ferringno. What a beast!
	The Hulk is a character that wins you over in a weird way. A massive monster that smashes and crushes his way through anything on a mission to head but the horizon. Cars, building, planes, tanks. It doesn’t matter what’s in the way, the Hulk is coming through you.
	The Hulk is also just as stubborn as he is strong, in lots of films we can see the battle between Bruce Banner and the Hulk fight for dominance and who can really take control.
	Not only is the Hulk stubborn and strong, really strong he is also a very angry monster too. When Dr Banner gets angry or feels stressed or is injured the Hulk takes over, rips his way through Dr Banners cotton shirts and silk trousers and starts a war path of destruction.
	I think we can use the Hulk here to pull out a few things about ourselves that might be challenging to uncover but really important as we look to follow 'The Code’.
	Session No.10: The Strong
	able to withstand force or pressure
	Intro
	The Top Ten - bite force
	The jaw is the strongest muscle in the human body, and a human male bites at about 150-200 psi. A Pitbull gets around 235 psi but these guys have serious bite force:
	10. Lion - 650+ psi
	09. Jaguar - 700+ psi
	08. Snapping Turtle - 1,000+ psi
	07. Tiger - 1,050+ psi
	06. Hyena - 1,100+ psi
	05. Polar Bear - 1,200+ psi
	04. Silverback Gorilla - 1,300+ psi
	03. Hippo - 1,800+ psi
	02. Salt Water Crocodile - 7,700+ psi
	01. Killer Whale - 19,000+ psi
	Unbeatable … unless you’re Jaws from 007 The Spy Who Loved Me and Moonraker!  He could bite at a whopping 64,000 psi. (These figures are based on personal estimates and have no scientific proof, at all) Discuss!
	The Strong – what we’re talking about:
	What comes to mind when you think about the term ‘strength?’
	Muscles? The ability to deadlift 130kg (My personal best trying to keep up with El Presidente, Mr Beechy the deadlift king!) Strength physically is an obvious one, how about emotional strength? Police dealing with a road accident show incredible emotional strength managing a crisis which requires a clear head and decisive action.
	There will be moments in our lives when physical strength is essential, some heavy lifting needed to get the job done. There will also be times when emotional strength will be needed. We live in a time when men are encouraged to cry and show emotions, and of course I have no problem with that, so long as there is a balance.
	Some men will take a great sense of value and identity in being able to suppress emotions when the time for that is right. It’s important we celebrate that too, both ends of the spectrum. Encouraging men to show emotion and celebrating that, whilst also recognising the men who manage to suppress emotion when the situation is right and calls for such a skill, which needs to be celebrated too. Like the soldiers who are trained to do the job, take the order and execute the job without emotion. What do you think? Is this a fair comment?
	One man was facing a corrupt trial where his name was slandered. People came out and openly lied about him giving false testimony. He was beaten, flogged and punched in the face. Crowds spat at him, pulled his hair and jeered as his naked frame was on show. This man was forced to wear a crown made from thrones and nails driven through his wrists and ankles as he was lifted up and crucified publicly.
	At any point in this process, this man was stronger and more capable than the Hulk could ever have been. He could have used physical strength to crush everyone there, he didn’t do it. He could have been crying endlessly and calling out to be rescued and cursing everyone around. He didn’t.
	He took the punishment, the death and the pain – in almost complete silence, just speaking out one phrase, a prayer to his dad to forgive the men that were murdering him. You want strength? There it is.
	Bible reading:
	Matthew 27:32-56
	Testimony:
	From one of the guys about a personal experience about having shown some strength in their lives, how it felt and what the situation was like.
	Action:
	Discuss – what does strength mean to you? What ways do you show strength in your life? What are the moments in your life where you’ve needed emotional strength?  Maybe you need support to get that strength and fight back in your life. Spend time reflecting on this and share your thinking with a mate in the group.
	Sword for the week – Psalm 46:1 God is our refuge and strength, an ever-present help in trouble.
	Session No. 11: The Stubborn
	dogged determination not to change one's attitude or position
	Intro
	The Top Ten - buying a second-hand car
	You don’t need to be stubborn when haggling on the price of a new car, just be well informed, CVM can help.
	10. Work out beforehand what your car needs/requirements are
	09. Research! Fuel costs, tax and insurance as setting the budget is essential
	08. Friendly but firm, don’t be afraid to walk away
	07. Pay for a good vehicle check to ensure its not stolen, HPI and mileage
	06. Check for oil leaks or signs of leaks under the engine
	05. Test drive, don’t feel rushed or pressured
	04. Listen for knocks and rubbing sounds
	03. Release the wheel gently to see if the car veers to a side
	02. Put a deposit on a credit card if possible – Google ‘Section 75 Refunds’
	01. Remember vehicle tax doesn’t transfer with the car, you need to buy it!
	(CVM are in no way responsible for you buying an old banger after following this advice.)
	Discuss!
	The Stubborn – what we’re talking about:
	So, here is an interesting one, being stubborn. Stubbornness can pop up in our lives at lots of different moments and for loads of different reasons. Some of these are perhaps positive, like not giving up on a fitness goal and being stubborn about your training and diet.
	Are you stubborn? In what ways can you see stubbornness in your life? The Hulk is really stubborn, just can’t let it go!
	I think the wider and more frequent use of stubbornness is a negative character trait that we can see in our lives to varying degrees. The Hulk often got himself into a place where he just became entrenched. If his rage took over and the power and strength came in, the Hulk would go deep into stubbornness and not let go.
	What about you? What is it that triggers you to go deep, to dig down into that stubborn rut and sit there, camped in and not letting go? What is it that unlocks that? Is it that you need some sort of apology? A justice or redemption moment to get you out of it? It’s important we identity what this stuff is and why it grips our hearts so tight.
	A Pharaoh once ruled Egypt with a stubborn heart. He had a nation in slavery and was doing very nicely from their labour and his kingdom was expanding fast. However, these people had a saviour, a liberator that sent a man to send a message of freedom to the Pharaoh.
	Let’s just say the Pharaoh didn’t see the value in letting the people go so his heart turned, it drew into a deep place, a dark abyss that sent him over the edge.
	Ultimately his stubbornness cost him big time; human life, his own son, crops dead, land ravaged, and he lost the people and himself in the process.
	Uncrucified stubbornness can numb and blunt our lives guys, like a splinter gone poisonous and seeping into our blood, it needs routing out.
	Bible reading:
	Exodus 8:32
	Testimony:
	From one of the guys about a personal experience about a moment when they really dug into stubbornness, why it happened and how they came out of it.
	Action:
	Discuss – what are some of the ways this stubborn heart has gripped you? Did it bring life into your heart or drain you of energy and peace? How did you set about dealing with it?
	Is there an area now, today that you know has you locked in a fight over being stubborn? Maybe start to talk about it, start to loosen its grip and share it with a mate in the group.
	Sword for the week – Galatians 2:20 I have been crucified with Christ; and it is no longer I who live, but Christ lives in me.
	Session No. 12: The Angry
	feeling or showing strong annoyance, displeasure, or hostility
	Intro
	The Top Ten - things that make people irrationally angry
	Not to be taken too seriously but these will make your blood boil:
	10. Queue jumpers
	09. Someone hovering at your shoulder when you’re working
	08. People blocking a pavement by walking very slowly
	07. Misuse of apostrophes
	06. Customer service phone line menu mazes
	05. Drivers not using their indicators
	04. People who don’t say thank you when you let them through
	03. Buffering and software updates
	02. Being told to ‘calm down’ or ‘cheer up’ when I am calm and happy
	01. People chewing their food loudly
	What is it that triggers you?  Discuss!
	The Angry – what we’re talking about:
	What is it that makes you angry? Like Hulk level angry? Is it ok to get angry and let it flow out? It there a time for anger in our lives and how should it be expressed?
	So, part of the reason for including this is just to create some conversation about anger and not let it sit, deep under layers of ‘politeness’ and pretend we don’t get angry at stuff and explode when people are not about.
	Maybe it’s the car for you and road rage and if your family or friends could have seen the stuff you’ve done and said on the road they would be horrified.
	There will be loads of triggers in us that cause anger to boil over, and we mustn’t make excuses for anger that is clearly unacceptable, irrational and without a justifiable cause or reason.
	Part of living The Code means acknowledging that woven into it is a continual theme of being a man of peace. That doesn’t mean you will never feel anger or find yourself in a situation that most logical people would assess and deem anger to be an appropriate response. However, peace and trying to live life as a man of peace is where The Code positions itself.
	One-man modelled peace in the most amazing ways; he didn’t fight back when he could have, he healed a guy’s ear when one of his friends defended him and cut the attacker’s ear off. He avoided hostile moments and tried to navigate around them. However, he also demonstrated anger at a bunch of con men and traders who deeply disrespected his father. With a whip he drove them from their markets and trading booths, turning over tables. This wasn’t done with a smile and a wink, it was done through a moment of correctly placed and measured anger.
	I think the truth is there are lots of angry men out there, and maybe you are one of them. You will know it if it’s you. A deep feeling of anger that hasn’t been brought to the light of peace. It is deep, you let it roam around down there in your life and it pops up in different moments and might even surprise you and those around at how powerful it can be.
	That anger needs to be displaced and dislodged. It’s a very different animal to the model I have given of a man of peace, who controls his life but can respond angrily to the right moments of injustice and chaos he sees in the world. Living with a deep root of anger in our hearts will destroy us, and people around us. So many times, the Hulk’s anger caused him to be an outcast because it’s the ones closest that get hurt in the tornado of pain that anger produces. The truth is it was Dr. Banner that needed to be a man of peace; it was his heart and mind that triggered the Hulk to take over.
	Bible reading:
	Matthew 21:12-13
	Testimony:
	From one of the guys about a personal experience about a moment when anger has been very real in their lives and what it did. It might be helpful to explore how the anger was controlled and dealt with too.
	Action:
	Discuss – what are some of the ways that anger has been one of your travelling companions? What does it look like when it arrives? What triggers it and how might you start to deal with it? Are you angry at God? Does it feel like he has let you down? You can take all of this to Jesus in prayer, he can take it!
	Sword for the week – Ephesians 4:26 “In your anger do not sin.” Do not let the sun go down while you are still angry, and do not give the devil a foothold.

